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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPRINGS, ) 






FRANKLIN COUNTY, ) 
) 
Defendant-Respondent. ) 
SUPREME COURT NO. 40865 
Appeal from the Sixth Judicial District, Franklin County, Idaho 
HONORABLE MITCHELL W. BROWN, presiding, 
Blake S. Atkin, Atkin Law Office, 7579 North Westside Highway, Clifton, ID 83228 
Vic A Pearson, Franklin County Prosecuting Attorney, 39 West Oneida, Preston, ID 83263 
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Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, LLC vs. Franklin County 
User: HAMPTON 



























































New Case Filed - Other Claims 
Summons Issued 
Plaintiff: Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, Lie, 
Appearance Blake S. Atkin 
Judge 
Mitchell W. Brown 
Mitchell W. Brown 
Mitchell W. Brown 
Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not Mitchell W. Brown 
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings 
below Paid by: Atkin, Blake S. (attorney for Spirit 
Ridge Mineral Springs, Lie,) Receipt number: 
0002642 Dated: 8/25/2011 Amount: $88.00 
(Check) For: Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, Lie, 
(plaintiff) 
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Mitchell W. Brown 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Todd 
Garbett Receipt number: 0002860 Dated: 
9/14/2011 Amount: $.00 (Cash) For: Franklin 
County, (defendant) 
Defendant: Franklin County, Appearance Todd Mitchell W. Brown 
Garbett 
Answer Mitchell W. Brown 
Order for Submission of Information for 
Scheduling Order 
Motion to Dismiss-Garbett 
Affidavit of Camille Larsen-Garbett 
Notice of Hearing-Garbett 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss 
10/13/2011 03:00 PM) 
Mitchell W. Brown 
Mitchell W. Brown 
Mitchell W. Brown 
Mitchell W. Brown 
Mitchell W. Brown 
Response to Motion to Dismiss-Atkin Mitchell W. Brown 
Notice of Change of Address-Atkin Mitchell W. Brown 
Defendant Franklin County's Scheduling Order Mitchell W. Brown 
Response-Franklin County 
Information for Scheduling Order-Atkin Mitchell W. Brown 
Scheduling Order, Notice of Trial Setting and Mitchell W. Brown 
Initial Pretrial Order 
Minute Entry And Order Mitchell W. Brown 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 09/11/2012 09:00 Mitchell W. Brown 
AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/10/2012 09:00 Mitchell W. Brown 
AM) 
Notice of Defendant, Franklin County's, First Set Mitchell W. Brown 
of Interrogatories, Request for Admissions, and 
Requests for Production of Documents-County 
Defendant, Franklin County's First Set of Mitchell W. Brown 
Interrogatories, Request for Admissions, and 
Requests for Production of Documents-County 
Motion for Leave to Withdraw Mitchell W. Brown 
f I 
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Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Withdraw 
08/30/2012 02:30 PM) 
Notice of Hearing-Atkin 
Judge 
Mitchell W. Brown 
Mitchell W. Brown 
Hearing result for Motion to Withdraw scheduled Mitchell W. Brown 
on 08/30/2012 02:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Rodney Felshaw 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages Per Jenn 
Minute Entry And Order Mitchell W. Brown 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 01/29/2013 09:00 Mitchell W. Brown 
AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Mitchell W. Brown 
12/13/2012 02:00 PM) 
Plaintiffs First Discovery Request-Atkin Mitchell W. Brown 
Notice of Service of Discovery Mitchell W. Brown 
ATTORNEY REASSIGNED BY BATCH 
PROCESSING (batch process) Todd Garbett 
removed. Vic Pearson assigned. 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Mitchell W. Brown 
on 12/13/2012 02:00 PM: Continued 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Pretrial Mitchell W. Brown 
01 /10/2013 03:00 PM) 
AMENDED Notice of Hearing Mitchell W. Brown 
Motion to Vacate Jury Trial-Pearson Mitchell W. Brown 
Notice of Hearing-Pearson Mitchell W. Brown 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/10/2013 03:00 Mitchell W. Brown 
PM) 
AMENDED Notice of Hearing-Pearson Mitchell W. Brown 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Mitchell W. Brown 
01/10/2013 01:30 PM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Rodney Felshaw 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages Motion to Vacate 
Jury Trial 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 02/25/2013 Mitchell W. Brown 
09:00 AM) 
Minute Entry And Order Mitchell W. Brown 
Response to Renewed Motion to Dismiss-Atkin Mitchell W. Brown 
Certificate of Service Mitchell W. Brown 
Notice of Defendant, Franklin County's, Mitchell W. Brown 
Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs Discovery 
Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to Mitchell W. Brown 
Reconsider 
Date: 5/13/2013 
Time: 02:43 PM 
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Six icial District Court - Franklin County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000412 Current Judge: Mitchell W. Brown 
Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, LLC vs. Franklin County 
User: HAMPTON 
Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, LLC vs. Franklin County 
Date Code User Judge 
2/7/2013 NOTC HAMPTON Notice of Second Supplemental Response to Mitchell W. Brown 
Plaintiffs Discovery 
2/15/2013 STIP HAMPTON Pretrial Stipulation Mitchell W. Brown 
2/19/2013 STIP HAMPTON Pretrial Stipulation Mitchell W. Brown 
2/25/2013 CTST HAMPTON Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on Mitchell W. Brown 
02/25/2013 09:00 AM: Court Trial Started 
DCHH HAMPTON District Court Hearing Held Mitchell W. Brown 
Court Reporter: Rodney Felshaw 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: more than 100 pages 
2/26/2013 CTST HAMPTON Court Trial Started - Day 2 Mitchell W. Brown 
DCHH HAMPTON District Court Hearing Held Mitchell W. Brown 
Court Reporter: Rodney Felshaw 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: more than 100 pages 
MEOR HAMPTON Minute Entry And Order Mitchell W. Brown 
2/28/2013 JDMT HAMPTON Judgment Mitchell W. Brown 
3/11/2013 MOTN HAMPTON Motion and Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys Mitchell W. Brown 
Fees-Pearson 
AFFD HAMPTON Affidavit of Attorneys Fees and Costs-Pearson Mitchell W. Brown 
3/13/2013 OBJC HAMPTON Objection to Motion and Memorandum of Costs Mitchell W. Brown 
and Attorney's Fees - Atkin 
3/21/2013 NOTC HAMPTON Notice of Hearing Mitchell W. Brown 
3/25/2013 HRSC HAMPTON Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/11/2013 01:30 Mitchell W. Brown 
PM) 
AMEN HAMPTON AMENDED Notice of Hearing Mitchell W. Brown 
TRAN HAMPTON Transcript Filed - 2 volumes of trial Mitchell W. Brown 
3/28/2013 KROBINSON Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Mitchell W. Brown 
Supreme Court Paid by: Atkin, Blake S. 
(attorney for Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, LLC,) 
Receipt number: 0000833 Dated: 3/28/2013 
Amount: $109.00 (Check) For: Spirit Ridge 
Mineral Springs, LLC, (plaintiff) 
BNDC KROBINSON Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 834 Dated Mitchell W. Brown 
3/28/2013 for 100.00) 
NOTA HAMPTON NOTICE OF APPEAL Mitchell W. Brown 
STAT HAMPTON Case Status Changed: inactive Mitchell W. Brown 
4/3/2013 CCOA HAMPTON Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal Mitchell W. Brown 
4/11/2013 DCHH HAMPTON Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Mitchell W. Brown 
04/11/2013 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Rodney Felshaw 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages Motion and 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys Fees 
MEOR HAMPTON Minute Entry And Order ~ Mitchell W. Brown 
Blake S. Atkin (ISB# 6903) 
7579 North Westside Highway 
Clifton, Idaho 83228 
Telephone: (208) 747-3414 
ATKIN LAW OFFICES, P.C. 
83 7 South 500 West, Suite 200 
Bountiful, Utah 84010 
Telephone: (801) 533-0300 
Facsimile: (801) 533-0380 
Attorney for Defendants 
f \l ED 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, LLC, a 
Wyoming limited liability company, COMPLAINT 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
Case No: 0/- 11 - 4 12 
Judge: ~~ 1tc/ie,{ / iJ, OrVllJ/"1 
Franklin County, 
Defendants. 
The Plaintiffs, complain of the Defendants as follows: 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1. Plaintiff is the owner of about 300 acres of land located in Franklin 
County to the west of a shooting range owned and maintained by the defendant, 
Franklin County. 
2. Defendant is a political subdivision of the State of Idaho who owns, 
maintains, and operates a shooting range as a proprietary function and in such a manner 
1 
as to create a nmsance with regard to plaintiffs property and other property in the 
vicinity. 
3. The land affected by defendant's actions is located in Franklin County, 
State of Idaho. 
BACKGROUND FACTS 
4. Defendant, as a proprietary function, and not as a governmental function, 
owns and operates a shooting range located to the west of highway 9, just past the 
Preston airport, going north as one begins to descend into the Bear River valley. 
5. Plaintiff o-vvns approximately 300 acres of property in the Bear River 
Valley below the shooting range owned and operated by the plaintiff. 
6. As a result of the location and manner of operation of defendant's 
shooting range, bullets from the range often reach plaintiffs property and have in the past 
resulted in the slaughter of animals on the plaintiffs property. 
7. Plaintiff and others, while working on the plaintiffs property and 
surrounding areas have had bullets whizzing past causing them to fear for their lives. 
First Cause of Action 
8. Plaintiffs shooting range is so located that it cannot be operated in a safe 
manner that prevents bullets from exiting the shooting range and drifting onto the lands 
of the plaintiff and others in the area. 
9. As a result of the location and the manner in which the shooting range is 
operated, bullets do drift onto the plaintiffs lands and have been known to slaughter 
animals and instill fear for their lives in those who live and work upon the lands in the 
area. 
10. Plaintiff has repeatedly asked the defendant to move the shooting range or to 
take steps to make it impossible for bullets from the range to enter onto plaintiffs lands. 
The County has repeatedly refused. 
11. Plaintiff is entitled to have the shooting range declared a nuisance and to have 
it abated. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(PERMANANT INJUNCTION) 
38. Plaintiffs are entitled to a permanent injunction preventing defendant from 
using the shooting range or allowing others to use the shooting range. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
Wherefore, PlaintiffS prays for relief against Defendant as follows: 
1. On their first cause of action, abatement of the nuisance. 
2. On their second cause of action, a permanent injunction preventing defendant 
from using the property as a shooting range or allowing others to use the 
property as a shooting range. 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems appropriate. 
Dated this l{day of August, 2011 
Atkin Law Offices, P.C. 
/Jill~ 
Blake S. Atkin 
Attorneys for the Plaintiff 
3 
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Blake S. Atkin (ISB# 6903) 
7579 North Westside Highway 
Clifton, Idaho 83228 
Telephone: (208) 747-3414 
ATKIN LAW OFFICES, P.C. 
837 South 500 West, Suite 200 
Bountiful, Utah 84010 
Telephone: (801) 533-0300 
Facsimile: (801) 533-0380 
Attorney for Defendants 
FILED 
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IN THE SIXTH .JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, LLC, a 






Case No: i/tl- { /- Lf ( 'J-
Judge Brown 
NOTICE: YOU HAVE BEEN SUED BY THE ABOVE-NAMED 
PLAINTIFF: THE COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU WITHOUT 
FURTHER NOTICE UNLESS YOU RESPOND WITHIN 20 DAYS. READ THE 
INFORMATION BELOW. 
To: Franklin County 
Shauna Geddes, County Clerk 
39 West Oneida 
Preston, Idaho 83263 
You are hereby notified that in order to defend this lawsuit an appropriate 
written response must be filed with the above designated court within 20 days after 
10 
service of this Summons on you. If you fail to so respond the court may enter judgment 
against you as demanded by the Plaintiffs in the Complaint. 
A copy of the Complaint is served with this Summons. If you wish to seek the 
advice of or representation by an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly so 
that your written response, if any, may be filed in time and other legal rights protected. 
An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule lO(a)(l) and other 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and shall also include: 
1. The title and number of this case. 
2. If your response is an Answer to the Complaint, it must contain 
admissions or denials of the separate allegations of the Complaint and other defenses you 
may claim. 
3. Your signature, mailing address and telephone number, or the signature, 
mailing address and telephone number of your attorney. 
4. Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response to Plaintiffs 
attorney, as designated above. 
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with you response, contact the 
Clerk of the above-named court . 
DATED this • k £ day of August, 2011. 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
2 
\ \ 
R. TODD GARBETT 
Franklin County Prosecuting Attorney 
39 West Oneida 
Preston, ID 83263 
Telephone: (208) 852-9119 
Facsimile: (208) 852-9112 
Fl LED 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPRINGS LLC, a 





CASE NO. CV-2011-412 
ANSWER 
COMES NOW, Franklin County, a political subdivision of the State of Idaho, by 
and through its attorney of record, R. TODD GARBETT and hereby answers the 
Plaintiff's complaint as follows: 
1. Franklin County denies each and every allegation contained in the 
Plaintiff's Complaint not specifically admitted herein. 
2. Responding to the allegations contained in Paragraph 1 of the Complaint, 
Franklin County lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny said allegations and 
therefore denies the same. 
ANSWER PAGE - 1 
3. Responding to the allegations contained in Paragraph 2 of the Complaint, 
Franklin County admits it is a political subdivision of the State of Idaho and that it 
operates a shooting range, and denies the remaining allegations in said paragraph. 
4. Responding to the allegations contained in Paragraph 3 of the Complaint, 
Franklin County admits the shooting range is in Franklin County and denies the 
remaining allegations contained in said paragraph. 
5. Responding to the allegations contained in Paragraph 4 of the Complaint, 
Franklin County admits it operates a shooting range and denies the remaining 
allegations contained in said paragraph. 
6. Responding to the allegations contained in Paragraph 5 of the Complaint, 
Franklin County does not have sufficient knowledge to admit or deny said allegations 
and therefore denies the same. 
7. Responding to the allegations contained in Paragraph 6 of the Complaint, 
Franklin County denies the same. 
8. Responding to the allegations contained in Paragraph 7 of the Complaint, 
Franklin County lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny said allegations and 
therefore denies the same. 
9. Responding to the allegations contained in Paragraph 8 of the Complaint, 
Franklin County denies the same. 
10. Responding to the allegations contained in Paragraph 9 of the Complaint, 
Franklin County denies the same. 
11. Responding to the allegations contained in Paragraph 1 O of the 
Complaint, Franklin County, on information and belief, denies it has had any contact 
ANSWER PAGE - 2 
\3 
with the Plaintiff listed in this action. 
12. Responding to the allegations contained in Paragraph 11 of the 
Complaint, Franklin County denies the same. 
13. Responding to the allegations contained in Paragraph 38 [sic] of the 
Complaint, Franklin County denies the same. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
1. The Plaintiff's Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be 
granted. 
2. The Plaintiff's claim is barred for failure to file a Notice of Tort Claim as 
required in Idaho Code§§ 6-906; 6-907. 
3. The Plaintiff's claim is barred because Governmental Entities are not 
liable for claims arising out of the operation of a sport shooting range as set forth in 
Idaho Code§ 6-9048. 
WHEREFORE, Franklin County prays for the following relief: 
1. Plaintiff's Complaint be dismissed; 
2. The State receive as costs its attorney's fees pursuant to Idaho Code§ 6-
918A and l.C.R.C.P 11 (a)(1 ); and 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
ANSWER PAGE - 3 
DATED this 14 .J-day of September, 2011 
R. TODD GARBETT 
Attorney for Franklin County 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the /41-- day of September, 2011, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document as set forth below: 
On: 
HON. MITCHELL W. BROWN 
CHAMBERS COPY 
159 SOUTH MAIN 
SODA SPRINGS, ID 83276 
BLAKE S. ATKIN 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
7579 NORTH WESTSIDE HIGHWAY 
CLIFTON, ID 83228 
ANSWER PAGE - 4 
By: 
[ ] U.S. MAIL, POSTAGE PRE-PAID 
[ ] HAND DELIVERY 
[v] FAX No. 547-2147 
[v] U.S. MAIL, POSTAGE PRE-PAID 
[ ] HAND DELIVERY 
[ ] FAX No. ___ _ 
R£~-T---
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTili~1FdF:'Tfit" r' CLERK 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN -------:----
) 
) 
SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPRINGS, LLC, A ) Case No: CV-2011-412 










ORDER FOR SUBMISSION 
OF INFORMATION FOR 
SCHEDULING ORDER 
A Complaint was filed in this matter on August 25, 2011. The Defendants have now 
appeared and/or answered and the case is at issue. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to l.R.C.P. 16, that the pmiies, through their counsel 
(or the parties themselves if self-represented), confer and submit to the Court, within fourteen (14) 
days of the date of this Order, a joint statement containing the following information: 
1. Whether this matter is to be tried to the Court or to a jury. 
2. Whether any service is still needed upon any unserved pmiies. 
3. Whether motions to add new pmiies or otherwise amend the pleadings are contemplated. 
4. Whether the parties currently contemplate or m1ticipate any pre-trial motions. 
5. Whether the case presents any unusual time requirements for trial preparation. 
6. The agreed amount of time required for trial. 
7. Vv11ether the case presents any unusual times requirements for discovery. 
8. 'Whether any party requests court-ordered mediation. 
9. Two stipulated trial dates, one no less than nine (9) months and no more than twelve 
(12) months from the date of this Order, and a second no less than twelve (12) months 
and no more than fifteen (15) months from the date of this Order. 
ORDER FOR SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION FOR SCHEDULING ORDER - I 
l 0. Whether there are other matters conducive to detem1ination of the action that the parties 
agree should be brought to the attention of the Court prior to entering a Scheduling 
Order. 
The parties shall agree as to which party shall make the joint submission but, if they cannot 
agree, Plaintiff shall be responsible to make the submission. 
Upon receipt ofthis joint submission the Court will issue an Order setting the matter for trial 
with appropriate dates for discovery, disclosure of witnesses, etc. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that if the parties do not file the stipulation required herein, 
within the fourteen (14) days set forth, the Court will set this matter for trial on the first date 
available to the Court. 
Dated this 151h day of September, 2011. 
MITCHELL W. BROWN 
District Court 
The undersigned certifies that on the 16th day of September, 2011, she caused a true and 
colTect copy of the foregoing ORDER FOR SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION FOR 
SCHEDULING ORDER to be served upon the following persons in the following manner: 
Blake S. Atkin 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
R. Todd Garbett 
Counsel for Defendants 
Faxed to: (801) 533-0380 
Faxed to: 852-9112 
SHAUNA T. GEDDES, Clerk 
by:_ 'Jenda H-a ,vvw fuv1 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
) 
) 
SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPINGS, LLC, A 
WYOMING LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY, 





) SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE OF 
) TRIAL SETTING AND INTITIAL 
) PRETRIAL ORDER 
) 




Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16 and 40, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. This matter is set for TRIAL, as follows: 
(A). PRIMARY SETTING: September 11-12, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. 
(B). ALTERNATIVE SETTING: October 10-11, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. 
All deadlines listed below shall apply to the trial setting listed in line (A) above. 
2. TRIAL: This case is set for a JURY TIUAL as set forth above. The trial will be 
conducted in the District Courtroom, Franklin County, Preston, Idaho. A total of two (2) days 
have been reserved. On the first day of trial, counsel shall repo1i to the Court's chambers at 8:30 
a.m. for a brief status conference. Unless otherwise ordered, other than the first and last day of 
trial, proceedings will convene at 9:00 a.m. each morning, and adjourn at approximately 3 :00 
p.m. each afternoon. Two 
11 :00 a.m. and 1 :00 p.m. 
( 20) minute / brief recesses will be taken at approximately 
3. No pre-trial conference will be held unless requested by any party in writing at least 
thirty (30) days p1ior to trial and ordered by the Comi. Pursuant to LR. C.P. 16( e), in lieu of a pre-
trial conference, trial counsel for the paiiies (or the parties if they are self-represented) are 
ORDERED to meet and/or confer for the purpose of preparing ajoin1 Pre-Trial Stipulation, which 
SCHEDULING ORDER. NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
AND INITIAL PRETRIAL ORDER - l 
shall be submitted to the Court at least twenty-one (21) days prior to Trial, and shall contain or 
include: 
(A). A statement that all exhibits to be offered at trial have been provided to all other 
parties and attaching an Exhibit List of all such exhibits. The Exhibit List shall indicate: (1) by 
whom the exhibit is being offered, (2) a brief description of the exhibit, (3) whether the parties have 
stipulated to its admission, and if not, ( 4) the legal grounds for objection. If any exhibit includes a 
summary of other documents, such as medical expense records, to be offered pursuant to I.R.E. 
1006, the summary shall be attached to the Stipulation. 
(B). A statement whether depositions or any discovery responses will be offered in lieu 
oflive testimony, and a list of what will actually be offered, the manner in which such evidence will 
be presented, and the legal grounds for any objection to any such offer. 
(C). A list of the names and addresses of all witnesses which each party intends to call to 
testify at trial, including anticipated rebuttal or impeachment witnesses. Expert witnesses shall be 
identified as such. 1be Stipulation should also identify whether any witnesses' testimony will be 
objected to in its entirety and the legal grmmds therefore. 
(D). A brief non-argumentative summary of the factual nature of the case. The purpose 
of the summary is to provide an overview of the case for the jury and is to be included in pre-proof 
instructions to the jury, unless found inappropriate by the Court. 
(E). A statement counsel have, in good faith, discussed settlement unsuccessfully and/or 
completed mediation unsuccessfully, if mediation was ordered by the Court. 
(F). A statement that all pre-trial discovery procedures under I.R.C.P. 26 to 37 have been 
complied with and all discovery responses supplemented as required by the rules to reflect facts 
known to the date of the Stipulation. 
(G). A statement of all issues of fact and law which remain to be litigated, listing \vhich 
party has the burden of proof as to each issue. 
(H). A list of any stipulated admissions of fact, which will avoid unnecessary proof. 
(I). A list of any orders requested by the parties which will expedite the trial. 
(J). A statement as to whether counsel require more than 30 minutes per party for voir 
dire or opening statement and, if so, an explanation of the reason more time is needed. 
4. PRE-TRIAL MOTIONS: All motions to join parties or amend the pleadings 
(except motions pertaining to punitive damages under LC. §6-1604) must be filed and heard so 
as not to require the continuance or vacation of the trial date, and in no event less than ninety 
(90) days before trial. All motions for summary judgment and motions to add claims for 
SCHEDULING ORDER. NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
AND INITIAL PRETRIAL ORDER - 2 
punitive damages pursuant to I.C. §6-1604 must be filed and served so as to be heard not later 
than sixty ( 60) days before trial. All other non-dispositive pre-trial motions (including, but not 
limited to motions in limine or motions which seek to challenge the admissibility or foundation 
of expert testimony) must be filed and scheduled for hearing not less than fourteen ( 14) days 
before trial. Exceptions will be granted infrequently, and only when justice so requires. 
5. MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT: All motions for sunm1ary 
judgment must be accompanied by a memorandum which includes a concise statement of each 
material fact upon which the moving party claims there is no genuine issue, and which shall 
include a specific reference to that portion of the record at or by which such fact is proven or 
established. Any party opposing a motion for summary judgment shall, not later than fourteen 
(14) days prior to hearing, serve and file any affidavits and opposing brief(s). The opposing brief 
shall identify the specific factual matters as to which the non-moving pmiy contends there are 
genuine issues requiring denial of the motion, including a specific reference to the p01iion of the 
record which supports the claim that a genuine issue of fact exists. In ruling upon any summary 
judgment motion, the Court may assume that the facts as claimed by the moving party are 
conceded to exist without dispute except and to the extent the non-moving pmiy shall have 
controverted them. Any reply brief must be lodged at least seven (7) days prior to hearing. 
Further, any objection to the admissibility of evidence must be in writing and shall be part of the 
response to the motion for sunm13ry judgment or in reply to the response in opposition to 
summary judgment. The failure to object in writing to the admissibility of evidence in support of 
or in response to summary judgment shall constitute a waiver as to any objection to the 
admissibility of evidence at the time of the hearing on summary judgment. Oral objections to the 
admissibility of evidence at the time of hearing on summary judgment will not be considered by 
the court. 
6. SCHEDULING AND HEAIUNGS. The Court holds its regular civil law and 
motion calendar the second and fourth Thursday of each month. Absent an order shortening 
time, all motions must be filed and served at least fourteen (14) days prior to hearing. A 'judge's 
copy" of any memoranda or affidavits should be provided for use by the court. Said 'judge's 
copy shall be sent to the court at its chambers in Soda Springs, Idaho. All such documents shall 
be clearly marked as "JUDGE'S COPY." As a matter of comiesy, counsel are expected to 
contact the Court's Deputy Clerk, Linda Hampton at (208) 852-0877 ext #46 to schedule 
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hearings, and to confirm the availability of opposing counsel for proposed hearing dates. As an 
accommodation to out-of-town counsel and parties, hearings on any pretrial motion (except 
motions for summary judgment or hearings at which testimony is to be offered) may be 
conducted by telephone conference call pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(b)(4), in the discretion of the 
court. Counsel requesting a hearing by conference call will be responsible for arranging for 
placement of the call, and the cost thereof. 
7. DISCOVERY AND DISCOVERY DISPUTES: The Court will not entertain 
any discovery motion unless accompanied by a \Vritten certification signed by counsel, which 
confirms that a reasonable effort has been made to voluntarily resolve the dispute with opposing 
counsel. A party's obligation to fully and timely respond to discovery requests is distinct from 
any obligation imposed by this Order, and no party may rely upon this Order or any deadline it 
imposes as justification for failing to timely respond to discovery requests or to supplement prior 
responses. 
8. DISCOVERY CUT-OFFS: Absent a stipulation to the contrary, all discovery 
shall be propounded and served such that responses are due no later than thirty (30) days before 
trial. Any supplemental responses a party is required to make pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(e) or the 
tenns of an earlier discovery request shall also be served at least thiriy (30) days before trial. 
Any supplementation of discovery required by the rule shall be made in a timely manner. 
9. \VITNESS DISCLOSURES: Each party shall disclose the existence and identity 
of intended or potential expert or lay witnesses to the extent required by intenogatories or other 
discovery requests propounded by another pariy. There is no independent duty to disclose 
expert or lay witnesses except as required to adequately respond to discovery requests or 
supplement prior responses. If discovery requests seeking disclosure of expert witnesses and 
the information required to be disclosed pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) are propounded, 
a plaintiff upon whom such requests are served shall, in good faith, disclose the existence and 
identity of potential or intended expert witnesses, including the disclosures required by l.R.C.P. 
Rule 26(b )( 4)(A)(i) at the earliest opportunity, and in no event later than one hundred-twenty 
(120) days before trial. A defendant upon whom such requests are served shall, in good faith, 
identify any potential or intended expert witnesses, including the disclosures required by l.R.C.P. 
Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) at the earliest opportunity, and in no event later than seventy-five (75) days 
before trial. 
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Any party upon whom discovery is served who intends or reserves the right to call any 
expert witness in rebuttal or surrebuttal shall, in good faith, identify such experts, including the 
disclosures required by I.R.C.P. Rule 26(b )( 4)(A)(i) at the earliest opportunity, and in no event 
later than fo1iy-two ( 42) days before trial. Any party upon whom discovery requests are served 
seeking disclosure of lay witnesses shall, in good faith, disclose the identity of all such witnesses 
at the earliest opportunity, and in no event later than forty-two ( 42) days before trial. Absent a 
showing of good cause and a lack of unfair prejudice to any other party, any witness who has not 
been timely disclosed will not be permitted to testify at trial. 
10. EXHIBITS AND EXHIBIT LISTS: When and to the extent required to respond 
to inteITogatories, requests for production or other discovery requests propounded by another 
party, a pmiy must identify and disclose any documentary, tangible or other exhibits that party 
intends or reserves the right to offer at trial. Absent a showing of good cause and a lack of unfair 
prejudice to all other parties, any exhibit which has not been timely disclosed will be excluded. 
Without regard to whether discovery concerning a party's exhibits has been propounded, not less 
than seven (7) days prior to trial, each party shall: (A) lodge with the Clerk a completed exhibit 
list in the form attached to this order (Exh. 1 attached) together with one complete, duplicate 
marked set of that pmiy's proposed exhibits for the Judge's use during trial; and (B) deliver to 
counsel for each other party a copy of the completed exhibit list and duplicate copy of that 
party's marked exhibits. The exhibit list and duplicate copies need not include exhibits which 
will be offered solely for the purpose of impeachment. Unless otherwise ordered, the plaintiff 
shall identify exhibits beginning with number "101," and the defendant shall utilize exhibits 
beginning with number "201." 
11. JURY INSTRUCTIONS: Jury instructions and verdict forms requested by a 
paiiy shall be prepared in conformity with I.R.C.P. 51 (a), and shall be filed with the Clerk (with 
copies to Chambers in Soda Springs. Idaho) at least seven (7) days before trial. Requested 
instructions not timely submitted may not be included in the comi's preliminary or final charge. 
Paiiies may submit additional or supplemental instructions to address unforeseen issues or 
disputes arising during trial. 
12. TRIAL BRIEFS: The Court encourages (but does not require) the submission of 
trial briefs which address important substantive or evidentiary issues each pmiy expects to arise 
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during trial. Any trial briefs shall be prepared, exchanged between the parties, and lodged with 
the Clerk (with copies to Chambers in Soda Springs, Idaho) at least ten (10) days prior to trial. 
13. REQUEST TO VACATE TRIAL SETTING: Any paiiy requesting or 
stipulating to vacate a trial setting must submit a specific written statement concerning the 
reasons for the request, and must certify, in vvTiting, that the request or stipulation has been 
discussed with the parties represented by counsel. An order granting a request to vacate or 
continue a trial setting may be conditioned upon terms (including orders that the requesting party 
or attorney reimburse other parties or their attorneys for attorneys fees incurred for preparation 
which must be repeated or expenses advanced in anticipation of the trial setting which cannot be 
avoided or recovered). An order vacating or continuing a trial setting shall not serve to alter the 
deadlines set forth in this order, and unless otherwise stipulated or ordered, the specific calendar 
dates associated with any deadlines shall be adjusted in reference to the new or amended trial 
date. 
14. LODGING AT RESIDENT CHAMBERS: "All" documents filed shall 
include the Court on the Certificate of Mailing, with courtesy copies mailed or faxed (but 
not both) to the Court's chambers in Soda Springs, Idaho. Address: 159 South Main, 
Soda Springs, ID 83276 Fax# (208) 547-2147 
15. SANCTIONS FOR NON-COMPLIANCE: A failure to comply with this order 
or the deadlines it imposes in a timely manner subject a non-compliant party and/or counsel to an 
award of sanctions pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16(i) and/or other applicable rules, statutes or case 
precedent. 
16. All meetings and/or hearings with the Court shall be scheduled in advance with 
the Court's Clerk, Linda Hampton, by calling 852-0877 ext #46. No hearing shall be noticed 
without contacting the Clerk. 
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to 1.R.C.P. 40(d)(l)(G), that an alternate judge may be 
assigned to preside over the trial of this case, if the currently presiding judge is unavailable. The 
list of potential alternative judges is: (1) Honorable David C. Nye: (2) Honorable Stephen S. 
Dunn: (3) Honorable Robe11 Naftz; (4) Honorable Peter D. McDermott; (5) Honorable William 
H. Woodland and (6) Honorable Don L. Harding. 
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Dated this 4th day of October, 2011. 
MITCHELL V/. BROWN 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the 4th day of October, 2011, she caused a true and 
coffect copy of the foregoing SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE OF TRIAL, and SETTING AND 
INITIAL PRETRIAL ORDER to be served upon the following persons in the following maimer: 
PLAINTIFF ATTORNEY: 
Blake Atkin 
Attorney at Law 
2474 South 800 East, Ste. A 
Preston, ID 83263 
(208) 747-3112 
DEFENDANT ATTORNEY: 
R. Todd Garbett 
Franklin County Prosecuting Attorney 
39 West Oneida 
Preston, ID 83263 
(208) 852-9112 
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Faxed 
Faxed 
SHAUNA T. GEDDES, Clerk 
By i 
Linda Hampton, Dep ty Clerk 
EXHIBIT LIST 
MITCHELL W. BRO\VN, DISTRICT JUDGE CASE NO.: CV-2011-412 
LINDA HAMPTON, DEPUTY CLERK 
COURT REPORTER: DATE: 
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IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
* * * * * * 
SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPRINGS, LLC, 
















This matter came before the Court for hearing on Defendant's Motion to Dismiss. Blake S. 
Atkin appeared for and on behalf of the Plaintiff and R. Todd Garbett appeared for and on behalf of 
the Defendant. No court reporter was available for this matter due to the retirement of the co mi 
repotier. Administrative Order 11-0 l was issued on January 5, 2011, wherein the application of 
Idaho Administrative Rule 27, as it applies to having a certified court reporter attend all district 
comi proceedings, shall be suspended until further notice. 
Mr. Garbett presented oral argument to the Court regarding their position in support of the 
motion and Defendant responded in opposition. Thereafter, the Court DENIED the Motion to 
Dismiss. The basis for the Corni's decision in this matter was set forth in detail on the record. 
The Court inquired and the Defendant acknowledged that it was not seeking any monetary 
damages either for property damage or personal injury associated with this Complaint. 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 13th day of October, 2011. 
MITCHELL W. BROWN 
District Judge 
I hereby certify that on October 17, 2011, I mailed/served/faxed a true copy of the 
foregoing document on the attomey(s)/person(s) listed below by mail with correct postage 
thereon or causing the same to be hand delivered. 
Attomey(s)/Person( s): 
Blake S. Atkin 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
R. Todd Garbett 
Attorney for Defendant 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER-2 
Method of Service: 
Faxed to: 747-3112 
Faxed to: 852-9112 
SHAUNA T. GEDDES, Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
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SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPRINGS, LLC, 










) CaseNo. CV-2011-412 
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This matter came before the Court on August 30, 2012 for hearing on Plaintiff's Motion to 
Withdraw. Blake S. Atkin appeared for and on behalf of the Plaintiff and R. Todd Garbett appeared 
for and on behalf of the Defendant. Rodney M. Felshaw acted as comi reporter. 
Mr. Atkin advised the Court that if the trial could be rescheduled he would be withdrawing 
his motion. l\1r. Ridge, a representative of the Plaintiff, was also present in the courtroom and 
concuned with Mr. Atkin's request. Franklin County did not oppose the motion to continue as there 
are ongoing discovery issues. Therefore, the Court vacated the jury trial and reset the trial for 
January 29-30, 2013 at 9:00 a.m. All scheduling and cut-off dates will now be controlled by the 
January 29, 2013 trial date. 
The Court further set this matter for a pretrial conference on December 13, 2012 at 2:00 
p.m. for counsel to agree on whether this matter should be set for a jury trial or bench trial. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
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Dated this 30111 day of August, 2012. 
MITCHELL W. BRUWN 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 13th day of September, 2012, I mailed/served/faxed a true 
copy of the foregoing document on the attorney(s)/person(s) listed below by mail with correct 
postage thereon or causing the same to be hand delivered. 
Attomey(s)/Person(s): 
Blake S. Atkin 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
R. Todd Garbett 
Attorney for Defendant 
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Method of Service: 
Faxed to: 747-3112 
Faxed to: 852-9112 
SHAUNA J. GEDDES, Clerk 
?fw0dil Harn~ 
Lmda Hampton, Depu )!Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby RESET for: 
Jury Trial Pretrial Thursday, January 10, 2013 03:00 PM 
Judge: Mitchell W. Brown 
I certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on Wednesday, November 14, 2012. 
Plaintiff's Counsel: 
Defendant's Counsel: 
Blake S. Atkin 
7579 North Westside Highway 
Clifton ID 83228 
Faxed: (801) 533-0380 
Vic A Pearson 
39 West Oneida 
Preston ID 83263 
Faxed: 852-9112 
Dated: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 
Shauna T. Geddes 
Clerk of the District Court 
By: Linda Hampton, Deputy Clerk 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
* * * * * * 
) 
) 
SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPRINGS, LLC, ) 
a Wyoming Limited Liability Company, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CV-2011-412 
) 
VS ) 
) MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 
FRANKLIN COUNTY, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
This matter came before the Court for hearing on Defendant's Motion to Vacate Jury Trial. 
Blake S. Atkin appeared for and on behalf of the Plaintiff and Vic A Pearson appeared for and on 
behalf of the Defendant. Rodney M. Felshaw acted as court reporter. 
The Court clarified that Defendant's Motion was not requesting that the jury trial be vacated 
only that it be a bench trial rather than a jury trial. Plaintiff advised that it did not oppose 
Defendant's motion. The Court, concluding that the Defendant's motion was proper and no 
objection being made, ordered that this matter will proceed as a comi trial. 
Defendant orally moved that the Court reconsider its ruling on Defendant's previous Motion 
to Dismiss. The Defendant presented argument in support of this oral motion to reconsider. 
Defendant oqjected arguing that he had not received notice of Defendant's motion and was not 
prepared to address or respond to the same. 
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A discussion was held regarding the status of this case. The Court advised that Defendant's 
motion to reconsider would be considered. However, to the extent that said motion was seeking to 
evaluate evidence and determine if a genuine issue of material fact existed the Comi would not 
consider said motion, inasmuch as the time in which to bring a motion for summary judgment had 
expired by rule as well as the Court's Scheduling Order. The Court further, advised that if 
Defendant desired to file a motion for judgment on the pleadings, said motion would need to be 
filed and noticed up for hearing. 
Due to the change in counsel for the Defendant and Defendants desire to pursue certain 
issues by way of motion practice, the Court vacated the trial in this matter cmTently set for January 
29-30, 2013 and continued the court trial to February 25-26, 2013 at 9:00 a.m. Plaintiff shall have 
seven (7) days from today's hearing to file its response to Defendant's oral motion to reconsider the 
motion to dismiss. As such, Defendant's response will be due on or before January 17, 2013. The 
Defendant's reply brief, if any, shall be filed on or before January 24, 2012. If no reply is received 
and no additional argument is requested, the Comi shall take this matter under advisement at that 
time and issue a decision shortly. 
The Court is not making any ruling or statement regarding discovery or whether or not 
discovery has been properly answered, supplemented or completed. The parties will need to review 
and look closely at the discovery rules. 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 1 oth day of I anuarv, 2013. 
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MITCHELL W. BROWN 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 14th day of January, 2013, I mailed/served/faxed a true copy 
of the foregoing document on the attorney( s )/person( s) listed below by mail with correct postage 
thereon or causing the same to be hand delivered. 
Attomev( s )IP erson( s): 
Blake S. Atkin 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Vic A Pearson 
Attorney for Defendant 
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Method of Service: 
Faxed to: 747-3112 
Faxed to: 852-9112 
SHAlJNA T. GEDDES, Clerk 
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MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 




This matter is before the Court on Defendant's, Franklin County (County), oral Motion to 
Reconsider Defendant's Motion to Dismiss which was originally filed and argued to the Court in 
September and October of 2011. At the time of oral arguments on this motion, the Court denied 
the County's Motion to Dismiss. On January 10, 2013, the County renewed this Motion to 
Dismiss and asked the Court to reconsider its previous decision on this issue. 
COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS 
Plaintiff, Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, LLC (Spirit Ridge) filed its Complaint on August 
25, 2011. The Complaint claims that the shooting range, owned and maintained by Franklin 
County, is a nuisance and prays for the nuisance to be abated and that the Court enter a 
permanent injunction preventing Defendant from using the shooting range or allowing others to 
use the shooting range. Complaint, pp. 2-3. 
In the original Motion to Dismiss, the County asserts that: 1) The Plaintiff has failed to 
file a Notice of Tort Claim as required by Idaho Code §§6-906; 6-907 and 2) Governmental 
entities are not liable for claims arising out of the operation of a sport shooting range. Motion to 
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Dismiss. ~i!l-2. The renewed Motion to Dismiss (which the Court has treated as a Motion to 
Reconsider pursuant to I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(2)(B)), was made during the course of a regularly 
scheduled hearing on an umelated matter. The Comi will refer to this motion tlu·oughout this 
Memorandum Decision and Order as "Motion to Reconsider." Because the County's Motion to 
Reconsider was not filed or noticed for hearing in accordance with I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(A), the Court 
heard argument on the same and then allowed Spirit Ridge additional time in which to respond to 
this oral motion. The Court ordered that Spirit Ridge's responsive memorandum or brief be filed 
on or before January 17, 2013. The County's reply brief, if any, was to be filed on or before 
January 24, 2013. Spirit Ridge filed a timely response. Defendant chose not to file a reply. The 
Court ordered that the Motion to Reconsider would be taken under advisement either when the 
Court received the responsive filings or after January 24, 2013. 
STANDARD 
A trial court's decision to grant or deny a motion for reconsideration is reviewed for an 
abuse of discretion. Jordan v. Beeks, 135 Idaho 586, 592, 21 P.3d 908, 914 (2001). A motion 
for reconsideration of an interlocutory order of the trial comi may be made at any time before 
entry of the final judgment, but not later than fourteen (14) days after entry of the final judgment. 
I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(2)(B). A party making a motion for reconsideration is permitted to present new 
evidence, but is not required to do so. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 14 7 P.3d 100 
(Ct.App.2006). As stated by the Idaho Supreme Comi in Coeur d'Alene Jvlin. Co. v. First Nat. 
Bk. 118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 P.2d 1026, 1037 (1990) (quoting from JI. Case Company v. 
McDonald, 76 Idaho 223, 229. 280 P.2d 1070, 1073 (1955)), the policy behind allowing motions 
for reconsideration is as follows: 
A rehearing or reconsideration in the trial courts usually involves new or 
additional facts, and a more comprehensive presentation of both law and fact. 
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Indeed, the chief virtue of a reconsideration is to obtain a full and complete 
presentation of all available facts. so that the truth may be ascertained, and justice 
done, as nearly as may be. 
DISCUSSION 
The County argued in support of its motion that the County is immunized from liability 
associated with the operation of a "sport shooting range" as long as the County and its employees 
are acting "within the course and scope of their employment and without malice or criminal 
intent and without gross negligence or reckless, willful and wanton conduct as defined in 
sections 6-904C. Idaho Code." 
Spirit Ridge responds that "[g]ovemmental entities are exempt from money damages 
liability under the Idaho Tort Claims Act, ("ITCA"), but that Act does not apply to actions for 
the abatement of a nuisance." Response to Motion to Reconsider, pp. 1-2 (citing to Cobbley v. 
City of Challis, 138 Idaho 154, 59 P.3d 959, 964 (2002). Further, Spirit Ridge argues that: 
This Court denied the County's first motion to dismiss pursuant to Idaho Code 
Section 6-904(B)(8) [sic] finding that while that section of the Idaho Tort Claims 
Act exempts the County from the tort liability it would otherwise have under the 
ITCA on claims for money dan1ages arising out of its operation of a shooting 
range, the statute does not preclude a court of equity from policing nuisances 
operated by the county. 
Id at p. 2, ip. 
The Court will DENY the County's Motion to Reconsider. The Idaho Torts Claim Act 
(ITCA), LC. § 6-905B "Exceptions to governmental liability", provides: 
A governmental entity and its employees while acting within the course and scope 
of their employment and without malice or criminal intent and without gross 
negligence or reckless, willful and wanton conduct as defined in section 6-904C, 
Idaho Code, shall not be liable for any claim which: 
*** 
8. Arises out of the operation of a sport shooting range as defined in section 6-
2701, Idaho Code. 
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The definition of "claim" in the ITCA is as follows: 
"Claim" means any written demand to recover money damages from a 
governmental entity or its employee which any person is legally entitled to 
recover under this act as compensation for the negligent or otherwise wrongful act 
or omission of a governmental entity or its employee when acting within the 
course or scope of his employment. 
I.C. ~6-902(7) [Bold Emphasis Supplied by Court]. The ITCA would exempt the County from a 
claim pursuing monetary damages: however, Spirit Ridge is not seeking monetary relief. The 
Idaho Supreme Court in Van v. PortneufA1edical Center, 147 Idaho 552, 557, 212 P.3d 982, 987 
reiterates this Court's interpretation of the ITCA: 
The ITCA, found at Idaho Code sections 6-901 through -929, was enacted in 
1971. The Act abrogates sovereign immunity and renders a governmental entity 
liable for damages arising out of its negligent acts or omissions. Lawton v. City of 
Pocatello, 126 Idaho 454, 458, 886 P.2d 330, 334 (1994). Generally, the ITCA 
makes governmental entities subject to liability for money damages under 
specified circumstances. Athay v. Stacey, 146 Idaho 407, 419, 196 P.3d 325, 337 
(2008). In order to bring a lawsuit against a governmental entity under the ITCA, 
a plaintiff must comply with the ITCA's notice requirements.3 Smith v. City of 
Preston, 99 ldaho 618, 620, 586 P.2d 1062, 1064 (1978). Pursuant to the ITCA: 
All claims against a political subdivision [subdivision] arising under the 
provisions of this act and all claims against an employee of a political 
subdivision for any act or omission of the employee within the course or 
scope of his employment shall be presented to and filed with the clerk or 
secretary of the political subdivision within one hundred eighty (180) days 
from the date the claim arose or reasonably should have been discovered, 
whichever is later. 
I.C. §6-906. Not all actions are covered by the ITCA. Instead, the ITCA 
covers any "claim," which it defines as "any written demand to recover 
money damages from a governmental entity or its employee which any 
person is legally entitled to recover under this act as compensation for the 
negligent or othenvise wrongful act or omission of a governmental entity or 
its employee when acting within the course or scope of his employment." J.C. 
§6-902(7). 
(footnotes omitted) [Bold Emphasis Supplied by Court]. Therefore, because the ITCA is limited 
in its application to claims seeking monetary relief. and does not affect or control an action 
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seeking to abate a claimed nuisance or a request for injunctive relief, the Court will DENY the 
County's Motion to Reconsider. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing, the Court DENIES the County's Motion to Reconsider and 
affinm its original determination made orally at the time of the County's original Motion to 
Dismiss. This matter remains set for a bench trial before the Court on Febmary 25 and 26, 2013. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 1st day of February, 2013. 
MITCHELL W. BROWN 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the 1st day of February, 2013, she caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing to be served upon the following persons in the follO\ving man11er: 
Attomev(s )!Pmiies: 
Blake S. Atkin 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
Vic A Pearson 
Counsel for Defendant 
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Method of Service: 
Faxed: (801) 533-0380 
Faxed: 852-9112 
ATKIN LAW OFFICES, P.C. 
Blake S. Atkin (ISB# 6903) 
7579 North Westside Highway 
Clifton, ID 83228 
Telephone: (801) 533-0300 
Facsimile: (801) 533-0380 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, LLC, a 







Case No: CV-2011-412 
Judge Brown 
1. Plaintiffs exhibit list with a copy of all such exhibits is attached hereto as 
exhibit A. 
2. Defendant's exhibit list with a copy of all such exhibits is attached hereto as 
Exhibit B. 




1. Plaintiff will call the following witnesses: 
a. Jim Ridge 
b. Larry Biggs 
c. Richard Westerberg 
d. Scott Workman 
e. Zane Jensen 
f. Deborah Fischer 
g. Jim Hull 
h. Steve Sleight 
1. Susan Sleight 
J. Merlin Glede 
k. Mike Bosen 
1. Trevor Keller 
2. Defendant will call the following witnesses: 
a. Larry Biggs 
b. Richard Westerberg 
c. Dave Parrish 
d. Deputy Zane Jensen 
e. Deputy Jeff Nate 
f. Ben Heusser 
g. Sheriff David Fryar 
h. Dr. Sidney Hansen, 
1. Dr. Karl H. Hoopes, 
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Defense also may call the Plaintiffs Witnesses listed-above. 
(D) Statement of the case 
1. Plaintiffs statement of the case 
Defendant owns and operates the shooting range located to the west of highway 9, just 
past the Preston airport, going north as one begins to descend into the Bear River valley. 
As a result of the location and mam1er of operation of defendant's shooting range, bullets 
from the range often reach plaintiffs property and have in the past resulted in the 
slaughter of animals on the plaintiffs property. Plaintiff and others, while working on 
the plaintiffs property and surrounding areas have had bullets whizzing past causing 
them to fear for their lives. Plaintiffs shooting range is so located that it cannot be 
operated in a safe manner that prevents bullets from exiting the shooting range and 
drifting onto the lands of the plaintiff and others in the area. As a result of the location 
and the manner in which the shooting range is operated, bullets do drift onto the 
plaintiffs lands and have been known to slaughter animals and instill fear for their lives 
in those who live and work upon the lands in the area. Plaintiff has repeatedly asked the 
defendant to move the shooting range or to take steps to make it impossible for bullets 
from the range to enter onto plaintiffs lands. 
2. Defendant's statement of the case 
Defendant denies Plaintiffs statement of the case. Defendant believes that the shooting 
range can and is being run is a safe manner. Defendant asserts that improvements have 
been made to the gun range. Defendant asserts that if any animals have been harmed, it 
has been done by intentional criminal conduct by individuals not using the shooting range 
in the manner intended. Defendant asse1is that the shooting range has been in existence 
in its current location long prior to the Plaintiffs acquisition of his property. 
(E) Counsel have in good faith discussed settlement unsuccessfully. 
(F) All pretrial discovery procedures have been complied with and all discovery 
responses supplemented to the best of each party's knowledge. 
(G) Statement of issues of fact: 
1. ls the gun range being operated by the county a nuisance that should be 
abated. 
2. Should the county be permanently enjoined from operating the gun range. 
(H) Stipulated issues of fact: None. 
;I-
DA TED this / day of February, 2013. ----
Atkin Law Offices, P.C., 
Blake S. Atkin 
Attorney for the Plaintiff 
Vic Pearson 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the IY-t::!:i day of February, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document by facsimile addressed to the following: 
Vic Pearson 
Franklin County Attorney 
39 West Oneida 
Preston, Idaho 83263 
Facsimile: (208) 852-9112 
Clerk, Franklin County Cou1ihouse 
3 9 West Oneida 
Preston, Idaho 83263 
Facsimile: (208) 852-2926 
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown 
159 South Main 
Soda Springs, ID 83276 
Email: andra nelson@hotmail.com 
EXHIBIT A 
Plaintiff: Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, LLC 
Exhibit List 
NO DESCRIPTION DATE ID OFFD OBJ ADMIT 
Franklin County Commissioners I 
I 
1 Meeting 9/8/08 
I Franklin County Commissioners 
2 Meeting 10/14/08 
Franklin County Commissioners 
3 Meeting 10/12/10 --
Franklin County Commissioners 
4 Meeting 11/22/10 
Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, LLC as 
5 a Limited Liability Company/State 7/13/09 
of WY 
Franklin County Sheriff's Office 
6 Detail Incident Report 9/25/08 
Limited Liability Company Articles 
7 of Organization 7 /13/09 
8 Franklin 1ty Deed 16/10/68 
9 Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs Deed 7/28/08 
10 photos 
Franklin County Commissioners 
11 Meeting 7/11/11 
EXHIBIT B 
DEFENDANT, FRANKLIN COUNTY, EXHIBIT LIST 
NO DESCRIPTION DATE ID OFFD OBJ ADMIT 
A "Draft" map of the Gun Range and surrounding 
properties 
B Written Map with Berm Measurements 
(Prepared by Dave Parrish) 
c Google Map 
D Google Map 
E Google Map 
F Final report from the Utah Veterinary 
Diagnostic Laboratory. 
G Various Incident Reports with Jim Ridge and 
Deborah Fischer the Complainant 
H Certified Judgment and Sentence from Lincoln, 
Wyoming. State of Wyoming v. James Ridge 
Case No. CRA-2011-158 
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ATKIN LAW OFFICES, P.C. 
Blake S. Atkin (ISB# 6903) 
7579 North Westside Highway 
Clifton, ID 83228 
Telephone: (801) 533-0300 
Facsimile: (801) 533-0380 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, LLC, a 







Case No: CV-2011-412 
Judge Brown 
1. Plaintiffs exhibit list with a copy of all such exhibits is attached hereto as 
exhibit A. 
2. Defendant's exhibit list with a copy of all such exhibits is attached hereto as 
Exhibit B. 
(B) No deposition testimony or discovery responses will be used in lieu of live 
testimony. 
(C) Witnesses 
1. Plaintiff will call the following \:vitnesses: 
a. Jim Ridge 
b. LaITy Biggs 
C. Richard Westerberg 
d. Scott v-.,r orkman 
e. Zane Jensen 
f. Deborah Fischer 
a Jim Hull b' 
h. Steve Sleight 
1. Susan Sleight 
J. Merlin Glede 
k. Mike Bosen 
1. Trevor Keller 
2. Defendant will call the following witnesses: 
a. Larry Biggs 
b. Richard Westerberg 
c. Dave Parrish 
d. Deputy Zane Jensen 
e. Deputy JeffNate 
f. Ben Reusser 
g. Sheriff David Fryar 
h. Dr. Sidney Hansen, 
1. Dr. Karl H. Hoopes, 
2 
4't 
Defense also may call the Plaintiffs Witnesses listed-above. 
(D) Statement of the case 
1. Plaintiffs statement of the case 
Defendant owns and operates the shooting range located to the west of highway 9, just 
past the Preston airport, going north as one begins to descend into the Bear River valley. 
As a result of the location and manner of operation of defendant's shooting range, bullets 
from the range often reach plaintiffs property and have in the past resulted in the 
slaughter of animals on the plaintiffs property. Plaintiff and others, while working on 
the plaintiffs property and surrounding areas have had bullets whizzing past causing 
them to fear for their lives. Plaintiff's shooting range is so located that it cannot be 
operated in a safe manner that prevents bullets from exiting the shooting range and 
drifting onto the lands of the plaintiff and others in the area. As a result of the location 
and the manner in which the shooting range is operated, bullets do drift onto the 
plaintiff's lands and have been known to slaughter animals and instill fear for their lives 
in those who live and work upon the lands in the area. Plaintiff has repeatedly asked the 
defendant to move the shooting range or to take steps to make it impossible for bullets 
from the range to enter onto plaintiff's lands. 
2. Defendant's statement of the case 
Defendant denies Plaintiffs statement of the case. Defendant believes that the shooting 
range can and is being run is a safe manner. Defendant asserts that improvements have 
been made to the gun range. Defendant asserts that if any animals have been harmed, it 
has been done by intentional criminal conduct by individuals not using the shooting range 
in the manner intended. Defendant asserts that the shooting range has been in existence 
in its current location long prior to the Plaintiff's acquisition of his property. 
(E) Counsel have in good faith discussed settlement unsuccessfully. 
(F) All pretrial discovery procedures have been complied with and all discovery 
responses supplemented to the best of each pmiy's knowledge. 
(G) Statement of issues of fact: 
1. ls the gun range being operated by the county a nuisance that should be 
abated. 
2. Should the county be permanently enjoined from operating the gun range. 




DATED this day of February, 2013. ----
Atkin Law Offices, P.C., 
Blake S. Atkin 
Attorney for the Plaintiff 
Vic Pearson 
Attorney for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the P·-Jt:b day of February, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document by facsimile addressed to the following: 
Vic Pearson 
Franklin County Attorney 
39 West Oneida 
Preston, Idaho 83263 
Facsimile: (208) 852-9112 
Clerk, Franklin County Courthouse 
3 9 West Oneida 
Preston, Idaho 83263 
Facsimile: (208) 852-2926 
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown 
159 South Main 
Soda Springs, ID 83276 
Email: andra nelson@hotmail.com 
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EXHIBIT A 
Plaintiff: Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, LLC 
Exhibit List 
NO DESCRIPTION DATE ID OFFD OBJ ADMIT 
Franklin County Commissioners 
1 Meeting 9/8/08 
Franklin County Commissioners 
2 Meeting 10/14/08 
Franklin County Commissioners 
3 Meeting 10/12/10 
Franklin County Commissioners 
4 Meeting 11/22/10 
Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, LLC as 
5 a Limited Liability Company/State 7/13/09 
of WY 
Franklin County Sheriff's Office 
6 Detail Incident Report 9/25/08 
Limited Liability Company Articles 
7 of Organization 7/13/09 
8 Franklin County Deed 6/10/68 
9 Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs Deed 7/28/08 
10 photos 
Franklin County Commissioners 
11 Meeting 7/11/11 
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DEFENDANT FRANKLIN EXHIBIT LIST 
MITCHELL W. BROWN, DISTRICT WDGE CASE NO. CV-2011-412 
LINDA HAMPTON, Deputy Clerk 
RODNEYFELSHAW, Court Reporter DATE: __________ _ 
CASE: Spirit Ridge v. Franklin County 
I NO DESCRIPTION DATE ID OFFD OBJ ADMIT 
201 "Draft" Map of Gun Range and 
1 Surrounding properties 
202 Written Map \Vith Berm Measurements 
(Prepared by Dave Parrish) 
203 Google Map 
I 
204 Google Map l 
205 Google Map 
206 Final Report from the Utah Veterinary 
207 
I Diagnostic Laboratory 
Incident Report # 02-2394 
208 Incident Report # 03-3946 
209 Incident Report # 03-4088 
210 Incident Report # 04-405 
211 Incident Report# 04-778 
212 Incident Report# 05-2075 
213 Incident Report# 06-2861 
214 Incident Report# 06-2927 
215 Incident Report # 06-3549 
216 Incident Report # 06-3644 
!----· 
217 Incident Report# 07-3917 
54 
EXHIBIT LIST 
MITCHELL W. BRO\VN, DISTRICT JUDGE CASE NO. CV-2011-412 
LINDA HAMPTON, Deputy Clerk 
RODNEYFELSHAW,CourtReporter DATE: _________ _ 
CASE: Spirit Ridge v. Franklin County 
NO DESCRIPTION DATE ID OFFD OBJ ADMIT 
218 Incident Report# 07-4206 
I 
219 Incident Report# 07-4302 
220 Incident Report# 07-4434 
221 Incident Report# 07-4529 
222 Incident Report# 07-4532 
223 Incident Report# 07-4805 
·-
224 Incident Report# 07-5150 
225 Incident Report# 08-6663 
226 Incident Report# 08-6862 
227 Incident Report# 12-F0448 
228 Certified Judgment and Sentence from 
Lincoln, WY. State of Wyoming v. 
James Ridge Case No. CRA-2011-158 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPRINGS, LLC, 

















This matter came on for trial before the Court commencing on February 25, 2013 and 
continuing through February 26, 2013. Blake S. Atkin appeared for and on behalf of Plaintiff. 
Vic A Pearson appeared for and on behalf of Defendant. Rodney M. Felshaw acted as court 
reporter. 
The Court held a brief conference with counsel in chambers discussing preliminary 
matters. After the conference, Plaintiff moved the Court to exclude all witnesses. The Court 
granted the motion and advised all potential witnesses that they are not to discuss any part of 
their testimony with each other while waiting outside the courtroom. 
Plaintiff called his first witness. Jennifer Mariscal to the stand. The Defendant objected 
on the grounds that the witness had not been disclosed. The Court sustained the objection and 
excused the witness. 
MINUTE SNTR Y AND ORDER J 
Sb 








Deputy Zane Jensen 
Plaintiffs exhibits were marked and admitted without objection: 2, 3, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 16, 17, 18, 19,20,22,23,and26. 
Defendant's exhibits were marked and admitted without objection: 201, 203, and 204. 
Plaintiff rested its case on Tuesday, February 26, 2013 at J 2:01 p.m. Defendant moved 
for a directed verdict. Mr. Atkin opposed the motion. The Court heard argument from the 
parties concerning the Defendant's motion. The Court took an afternoon recess at 1 :00 p.m. 
After the afternoon recess, the Court GRANTED the Defendant's Motion for Directed Verdict 
and set forth in detail on the record the basis for the decision. The Court ordered that the 
Defendant prepare a proposed judgment and submit it to the Comi for its review and signature. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 26th day of February, 2013. 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER - 2 
MITCHELL W. BRO\VN 
District Judge 
51 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
The undersigned ce11ifies that on the 13th day of March, 2013, she caused a true and 
con-ect copy of the foregoing Minute Entry and Order to be served upon the following persons in 
the following manner: 
Attornev(s)/Person{§}: 
Blake S. Atkin 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
Vic A. Pearson 
Counsel for Defendant 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER - 3 
Method of Service: 
Faxed: (801) 533-0380 
Faxed: 852-9112 
SHAUNA T. GEDDES, Clerk 
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.. 2.:·4·5·:·45····rM··rcs·;·li·r:t· ····················rwfrri.ess .. m.ay .. step··ac;v;;r;· ·· ·· ··· ···················· ······ ······· ···· ······· · 
·· 2':46ji.rrvft"······· ···· ··· ·· ·········· ., ............................. .. ........ .. ........ ........ ······························ ···· · · .. .... ···· ··· ·· · ················ 
·2:46·:"3if"pM"l"""" ....................... ......... .. iRic·H·ARD"\riiESTE.RBER·ff·· ......... ......... ............ ... ········· ... ..... ... .. 
· 2:·45·:4·5 ·rrv;·Ts.1a1<e. Atk'i"ri······· · ·rofre;·c;r~ · ·sTa"ke .. At"ki·r;· · .......... ··· ·········· ·· ········· ············· ···· ································ ································ ········ 
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ineral Springs vs. Frankiin County 1 F-COURTROOM1 
Time Speaker i • • Note · . 
.. ?:.~-~-:.?.~ .. F.:'-~ ... L ..................................... J~.>.t.~.i-~_i_! ... ~ ... ~ ... '!.1.~.r.~~-?. ... ~-~-9. .. ~.I?.~.'!.T~.I? ... Y'..i.!_~_?..~.! ... ?..~t:.c::.t.i.?.':1 ..... . 
2:51 :57 PM ! jcontinue 
·3:00:2f·r-MT........ . ................... n~·xhihii2o .. ·~··;n·a·ri<8«TanrT:lij5Ni'i'rr·Eo .. ;,;;vii'h'C>iii··c;61e·c1io·ri 
'"3:0T:·5·5· 'rM -r··" ................................. "iE.xh'i"bi°t''":Z-1'""'"' ,., ................................................................. ' ................ , ............... .......... .. ... . ..
:·:~;-_q_~·::?.·4:·~r.0.L: .. :-.:::.·:.-.:::::.·:::-.·::-.::::.:.J.~.~~-i'~i.(·~-.-~ ... 0:~·r.~~~-..~0~.A:~:~.i:f.T.~.~-.~i.!~:~:~:~.-~§J.~-~-t.i.?:~:::-.::·:·:::.·: .. ::·: ............... .. 
3:10:17 PM! !Exhibit 8 
· ·::ff1 :s'3· rrvf"r ..................................... ·rExti'ft>ii' ·11··~ ·;n·a-rkecf ancfA'D"iVffrrEi> .. wiiile>'lji.ollfectio·il· ........ · · .... · ........... · 
_}::?f·?.·~--:.~r.0T ..... :::::·:.:: .. :.: ... : .... -.::.·:· .. ::.J~:~~:1:~~(_j-_~·:·~::·0:~:r.B.~~-:~.0.~·:A·~-~Ytf.~·~::~~~~:?.:~~--:~~J.:~:~.~:i?.:n.: ...... :·:.·_: .. ::.·· .. ····· .. ·· .. 
3:31 :23 PM! ! ·3·:3T:2'3 .. rrv1lsa.ck'Tn ..................... ! .............................................................................. · .................................................................................... · .... · 
)Session 
... ,, ............................... . 
JMr. Westerberg is on the stand - remind under oath 
3: 31 :50 PM i ~-'~-~-~ ... ~t.~_i_~ .......... ig?.~~i-~~~~---~-- .... ... ...... .. ..................................................................................................... ... . ............ .. 
'3:3i2'6.rM·I !Exhibit 19 - marked and ADMITTED without objection 
3:33:50 rrv1·tvic Pearson ...... lc·r:0s·s ................................... · .................................................................................................... ·· ··· .. · ·· · 
' 4:63'.26 PMT8'1ai<e''Atkfr1' : ... J~~~-~:i:r.~~(_:··-. .... ::·:::.-.:::.::: .. : .. ::: .· .......... , ::.. :. ::.:::·:::.::::.. . :: :: : : :::::. .. : 
~::~t::~f :~:~:I. ..... : ............................ !~.>.t.~.i-~_i_! ... ~~- ~-- .............................. ' ' . ' . ,,,,,,,,, ....... . 
4: 17 :27 PM i ......................................... .J~.>.t.~.i-~i-~--~-~............. ............................... ................................ . ............................ . 
:!F.f7:44.PM .. J ................... ..J~.~-~-i~i~ .. ~~--............ ............................ ....... ................ . ........................................... . 
:~:f~:?.8 ·~01:: ................................. ..J~.>.t.~.i-~i-~---~~---··· .. ' .............................................................................................. . 
4:19:14 PM iVic Pearson !Re-cross/direct 
:~:3g.3j -~r.0.I~·1:~B-~:::J\ikin····· Tl~e~re-~dfrecC... . ......................... · ................... · 
~:?~.:~~r.='.~ .. 1.~ourt ................. ::.I6~-~~-rv1r: .. Y!.~~:terber.g a qu.est.i?.:~·:::::-..:.::·::::·::.:::······· ........ · · .............. . 
4: 21:47 PM j ........... J:v.'.Y.i!n.~5..5..!!.1.~Y. .8.~~P .. ?.?.~.n. .............................. . 
-~:?.~:~~::~~:I::-... . . ............ Jr.~.1 ~~~-~.9.f.r.?..r.1: .. 5..~.?..P?~.~.a. .................... . 
4:22:00 PM !Court 
4:22:T5.rrv1·rBiake .. Aikiri····· .. ··rneed.ilaf'ca11 scafr'Workm·a·n.. . .............. · · ······· · .. 
:4:?.~ -?.~ :~:10.T ::·:: : :... ... ... :::.:.:::: ·::.:: ::-.:.:.·:·:: .. ::.: :-.-.::·:-_ .:·::-.·::::: .. -.: .. :· . . . ....... .............. .. .. . ........ : :: .. : . . . : .. :::. ::: . .. .. ... . ........ ········ 
~:?~:?.9 ~-~-L... . ... ..i.~9..~.E.:..~!. .. ~gg_!!..~ORKMAN ................... . ... .. . .. .. . 
... ~:?.?.:~?..~~J~la,ke Atki_~ ..... .J.l?.i_r..~?.~.~ ... ~.1.a..~~--~~~in... .. . . ............. . ........................................................ . 
4 :25:43 PM i .... .JYY,i_t_n..~5..5..'!.1.~Y.8..~~P .. ??.~.~- ~-~9,_i_5. .. r.~1~-~5..~? .t.r..?.r:r.1 ... 5.~~P.?.~n..~: . .. ... 
4:25:52PM._c'C)urt !Take recess for the balance of the day. Resume at 9:00 a.m. 
4:26:64 ·rrv1"! sfrike Atkin .... ··r;z-wfrnes·5·9·5 ·1eti,Tarry si99s.anci.za·il·e· .. Jen.sen .. 
4:26:1 s riVi°lvfr~ ·rea.rson· .. ···1sr~;i-9·5··15 .. ·0ne .. ofhis .. wfrn.es.se·5:·· .............................. ··· ....................... · · ·· ............. · .. 
4: 26:3s· rM·tc0u·rt.... ·· · :woliicfacivise .. counsei.io ... s.pea.1<"1Nifri."thei'r witnesse.s that they have 
!been instructed and admonished forthcoming testimony, including 
!individuals that have previously testified today. 
4:2.7: 13 ~~]~ourt 
4:30:5?. .. f.:'~_JBlake 
4:31 :03 PM Vic 
«••··-········ 
4:31 :23 PM jBlake 
2/25/2013 
......... .J~ill .. a..~j.?..~.r..~ ...... . 
)offers 4, 8, 24 
....... .i.n..? ... ~~8.i.8. .. !.?..r adm_i~5.i?.~ .. 
!withdraws 8 
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CV-2011-412: Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs vs. Frankiin County 1 F-COURTROOM1 
Time Speaker: ·_ . NotE. . . . · . 
4:31 :34 PM [Vic :no d1scuss1on 4 
·4j·f·5·-r·rrv1Tc·c;·Li·ii· ............................ Fs ... n.ot .. pre·p·ared.ia···a·dmffany.evicie·r;c;e;··0·r:··e;x·FiTt;fr8···thai.t1a\ieri;t"he.en ... .. 
4:32:15 PM! 
·4:3:E22·r1V1·r·· .. ···· 
.................. ., ....... ·-····· 
4:33:13 PM :court 
2/25/2013 
!asked for 
.......... l.?.i.? ... ~.9.?.r..~.~~ on s.~.~Y~r. .. P..~.r..~~~?...... .. 
!wit~.T~.~p~ct to the other. .. ?..~~~ ~.in __ t_~~~.YP._tomorr.°.".".: . ..... . 




CV-2011-412: Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs vs. Franklin County 
..................................................... . ............................................................................................................................................................ . 
2/26/2013 1 F-COURTROOM1 
CV-2011-412 : Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs vs. Franklin County 1 F-COURTROOM1 
9:03:41 AM !Court !Commencement of day two of court trial in this matter. 1 · ~f ci'3·:4·9"J:\rJi"f" .. ...... ...... · ... · ............... i . sTa'ke'i~:tk1·r; .. pre.se.nt"wiih"'Jfrn .. R}d9e .. ............ ........ · ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. · .. .. ... .. .. ·· ..... · · ......... .. · ·i 
·:·~~~ .~ .:.~·~:·A0.T." ::":::·::·: ... ::: . : .·: : "" :"::"·:.:::i:Y.i9.:~~~~~·?.:~"·r.·r.~~~~(~·i~~ .:~:~~~c~?.§:~·r.~::.·:·:.:: .::: : :· :: : : "::.:"::··:"·:.: : ...... .. ....... :·: .. .. ·.·.I 
9:04: 19 AM : Blake !Witness list l 
·:~:·04·: ·?.~.:60..1¢. ?..~~·: .. :· .. : : . ::: · : ·:::::-.:JA~:Y.:::P.:r.~i:!i~i:1~~·r,x::0.~·t.t.~r.:~:: :.:: :~.~~·~:::: .. ·::::· :: .. :: .. :-.::.-.:-.:": -.·:.::::-. .. ·:·:: ... :.::-.· ::.·::.::.: ... ::.:·:-.::· ::.· :  .. :::·:::::-.:.-..::-. · 
.. ~:g.?..: .9.?. .. ~~ .. L ... ............. ... .... ....... :................... .. ...... .. .. ........ ....... ...... ..... .. ...... ........ .. ......... .....  .... ..  .......  ............. . ..... .. .... ..... ......  .... ..... .. ........ .. ...... .. ..... . 
9:05:07 AM ! jZANE JENSEN .. 9.:.o5:T3. /\KifTs'lak'e 'A'fkiri ......... Tbfrect"'............... ................ .... .. .. .. .. ................ .. .. .. ................... .. ............................................... · · · ........... ..... ....... ..... ..... .. , 
........................................... "-·· ·· ·· .. ···· .. ············ ·· ····················: ....................................................................................... ........................................................ ................................................ . 
9:14:21 AM J !Exhibit 6 and 226 - marked and ADMITTED without objection 
· ·9:·1·i:Fi i' AM I\Ji'C~ Pea rs on .... Tcrc»s.s........... .. .. .. .. · ..... · ..... · ........................ · ..... .................... ............................ ......... ............... .. 
9:3T:3 .. f/\MT .... .. .... · .... · ....... · .... lE'J(t1'ft>it":2'2i3"'~ .. o#ereci .. a.il<fw'i'T'Hb.RJi:\fi;if'f ... ·· .... .. ........ · · ... ........ :::·. .. .. .. .. .. 
9 :46:'5f'AMT' . .... " ''""' ....... T '"'"'"'"""" " '"""'" """"'' . .. .... . .. .. . ........................................... .. .. .... .... . ..... .. . ....... ... "" ''' '"""' 
......... Tbef'e.ild'iin.t .. Fias .. presenfod ·2:z-a·a-··J'li.d9me.nt'.deai'iri9 .. witha .. vio1ailo.n in 
)the State of Idaho. It is reflected in the Judgment and Sentence. 
!Mr. Ridge was represented by Kent Brown, assistant public 
jdefender. THe Court advised the parties in chambers of the fact. 
: Knowledge or understanding of the case it was only on the 
!document. Advised counsel that the court didn't feel it necessary for 
ihim to be on the case. Counsel related that no problem with the 
!court continuing on this matter. 
9:4.?.:.~.~- ·~M J~la~-~ ... ~~~-i .~... j Correct . .... ..... ... ........... ... ..... ... ................... .......................... . 
... ~ : ~?, : ~?. ... ~~ .  lYi~~-~arson .... lcorre.ct .. ............ . 
9:43 :00AM1court ' 'Ti3a's'ed"'li'p'ori"thai'a"189'ai'i's'8'ue"i8' '9arn9"fo 'spenci 'a few moments on. 
!Going to take argument. Ask Deputy Jensen to step out during this 
iargument. Admonishes the witness not to disclose anything. 
9:·4·3 :·44 'AM lvfr; .. Pea rsori ....... T/\ri;i'um·e-n't·r-e9i3'rdin9 ·acfrn.iss.iiJffity ... oTdocume.nt... . ..... .. .. .. . .. 
·9:45 :3.9.AMls'iak'e .. 'Af id'n ......... 1·Respans'8"fo"a'r9.Li me.nt............. .. .......................... .. ...... ................................................. · 
9:·55: 29 .. /\M.lvfr: Pearson. .. !ViiirRb'R:A\JJA'L'OF 22a:· ... a r9Li·m·e;·r;rand suiJseq.uentiy withcfraws 
; !exhibit 
9: 57':.2'3 ... AM·;············· ..... .... · ··:: : ·:-..::J.~:?~:~1-~·~·~·~ .:~:i~-~ .. :~·~:p~~Y .. ~-~:~·sen ··:: .. ·:.:-.·:·::·::.:::·:.::: .......... .... ::: ... ::: :: ::: .. :.::_: .... .. 
~ g:.??·~!.:A~I.~'ial<e Atki_~ ...... J~~~?..ir.~?.t .. ..... ............................. . 
! .?.: .1. ~:~~. ~.~. l . .. .. ............. ..J§~.~i~i.t .. ?.? .. ~ not admi.~~~9-...... .. . . ......................... . 
1g:?..~ : ~.?. ... 0.~. l<?.?.~-~ .... .... ...... .... ! '1.Y.i~~.~~~···~-~Y.~~~P. ??v.y~ ... ~ ... ...... . ........ .... .. ......... ............... ... .. .... . 
. ].?..:?._?.:~.! -~~L .... ................. ............. J~~1.~.~~~.?. ... t.~?.-~ ~-~-~.P..?._~n~ ........ ................................. .. .. 
1 o.:?.g : ~~ .. 0.~.l .... ... .......................... .. ................ ............. ....... .... . ....... ....... ........ ................................ . 
10:20 :. ~ .?. .. ~~.L. .. .. ... .. . .. ....... J~~-~.~X.~.'~-~-8.. .. ...... ... .... ..... ........... .... .......... . ............................. ..... .... .. . .... ... . 
1 ?.:?._?.: .~~ -~~J§l~-~e Atki~ ...... J~i.r,~~~......... ......... .................. . . ..... .............................. .. ........... ....... ........................ .. 
11 :04 :00 AM !Court !take 20 minute break - admonishes witness not to discuss 
i testimony . 
.............................................................................. ,, ............ : .............. , .................................................... ....................... ......................... ........................................................................................ ,................... . 
11:21:48AM! ; 
Tf'2"f49"A'MT8a'ck"i'f1""'"' ............ + ... '""" .............. .. .. .. ... ................ ..................... " .... .................. ................... "" .. ................ .. ...... ........ ... . """ "' ....... .. 
:session 
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CV-2011-412: Spirit Rid Minerai Springs vs. Frankiin County ·1 F-COURTROOiv11 
Time Speaker · Not<:i . . 
11 :21 :51 AMI Court jCV-2011-412 - parties present with Larry Biggs on the stand 
·······-··········... ··············· ................................ . . ............................................... ,., .......... . 
11:22:19 AM!Blake Atkin !Continued Direct 
11 :·24:T1··J\rvi\hc···r·earsan······Tcr:c:;-5·5··and .. bTrec.i ............................................. · ... ....... · · · .. ·· ·· · 
11 :'.Z:7:"27.J\rvit· . . ......... 'TE'xh'i'iJit··:l'cl'1··~-.. marl<eci ... a.n!i .. Arinti'irfE:iS .. w.ifriout objection . . . .. . 
11 : 38:5fJ\rvit· .......... :·:·:·::.F¥.~h:i:~i.(~·~.~:.·~·.: ... ::::·:::·::·: .. ::.:: .. · .. ·:·::·::.·:·:::: ................... :.:::.: .. :.. ... ·:·::.:·: ..... :: ... :.:·:.:: ... ::" ::: .:::::.:: ::.:::: .. ·::.:.:: ... :. 
1f'4i5o .. J\f0I:.::··· .. ·· .J~.?..~.~i~.~~····· . . . .. . ... ... .... .. . . .. . .. ...... . 
11 :49:34 AM!Blake Atkin !Re-direct 
12:01:10 FiKii1V'ic .. P.ea.rson ···rl\J6thln9.from.. ··· ............ . 
12':01:1·6FiKiiTcoui-t· ..... !Witness maistep down.and he relea.sed from subpoena ..... . .... . 
1:?.::~:j:::44: ~:r.0..L::: .. :.:.: .... :: :::: : ..:::·· .. : J~?. .. ~:i~~~~~.~:~J f.?.~.::~I~i:6lif.(~":~~:~f~:~:: ..... :.:.: ..... ··· ... .. ... · · · ... · · · .... : : ::: ::· :: .. 
12:01 :51 PM Yic Pearson .. ..J~.'?!.'.~ .. ~ .. ~.'?-~ .. P.1.~.~-'?.TE.:..l?..Y.~.~.l:>.lg!._ ....... .. T2:·6'2:1'f.PMT................................ !Argues motion for directed verdict 
....................... .:. ................................................ :.................................................................................................................... ........................ ....................... . ................... . 
12:25:48 PM! Blake Atkin .... J~~~.P?.~9..~ .. ~?. ... ~.r.~-~~~nt........................ ........... ....... . ...... ... .. ..... . 
Ti.28j~:.~f0J.:·:.··:::.:":":·::· .. :::::....... !Courts asks Atkin to direct his reply 
!_?:_~.~:~5 .. ~f\,11.1~'~~.~ .. ~~~.i-~ .. · ·n~epffe's....................................... ..................... ... ........ .. ............ ·· ···· · 
12: 56 :41 PM! Vic Pea rs on ::::J~~~:P?.~~~5?.J:_pi£_:·:·:.·: .. ::.:·: ... ::··:: .. ::.::·: .. ::·:::: .. ::: .... : ........ .. : .. ::··::·:: .. ·:::·:·: .. ::::· .. ::·::::... . . .. . . . . . . .... 
1·2:·5~f09--~/0]~·?.:~.~::::·:.::: ::· .. :·:: ..... ..J~-~ks Pearson question f:oo:4·4 PM !Vic Pearson !respo.ncfS .. fo .. q·u-estkl'n.................................... .. ................................. · 
··1·:ao:s:r·rN1··1c:·aurf ........................... lTa.ke ... iii'tt8r·r;·c:;-a·n···reces·s-~ .. expre.ss···iipoi'o9·Y-·for .. Cie.iay··rn·tfiTs ·maffe.r. 
· !Use time to look at notes to review evidence. Come back at 
jconclusion expect to be in position to render directed verdict. 
······ .................................... ~ .............................................. : .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
1 :01 :39 PM (Blake Atkin !74 idaho 321 .... f: 02:69 .. rrv1Tc.au.ii ................... ·· ·····lwnri"Od< ... a't''ffiat"case··a-r;·a .. oth8·;:5·: ............................................................................. · 
"f:a2·:Ti .. rrv1.lcali·rc ....................... Tr~ecess ... li.nffi···f :36 ....................................................................................... · ..... · ·· · .................................... · ........... . 
.. T'3i:·sT·rM·l .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. . 
··T'3Y s·2"·rrvfT8·a·ck"Tn ....................... ; .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. · 
!session 
·1:37:57.PM'Tca·uif ................... !Re.ces·s··taken ... ~in.<fnow.ba.ck"i'n ... s.e·s-sTO·;:;· .. ~--at'the'ffme at the recess a 
!motion for directed verdict pursuant to 50(a) of the IRCP. Court 
!heard argument from County in support of its motion and position 
iand the Court heard argument from Mr. Atkin in opposition for the 
!motion for directed verdict. 
1 :39:09 PM : ...... Tcou.rthas .. glve·n ... consl'Ci'er.at'ion.fo .. ihe .. partles argument in this matter. 
!The Court has reviewed its notes. 
T:39.~:~::.~f-0J: .. :.· · .. fReviews .. ruie·s·an·a--testima·n·y·wha'i"has· been ~J'lven····· 
1 : s 2: 31 PM : · · .. · ..................... r1·5T·ave·n·ue· Ri'd~ie ... Fias .. ta'ffe.ii"'fo .. es'tabiisil.foCiay .. ail· on.90Til·9· riuTsailce 
Ito abatement - DIRECTED VERDICT is granted with respect to 1st 
:avenue 
· 1 :53:6,f 'rNi··r ...... · .......... · ....... · ·· .... T2ild ·avenue·: .... ·Rici'9'8 ·reCi.uesCa'ba'ie .. n.L:ii"sance .. 'be.cali.se.coilsfrli.cied · 
jand designed in unsafe manner - DIRECTED VERDICT 
..... _ 
1 :57:33 PM i 
.............................................................................. ,., .......................................................................................................... . 
!Ruling: GRANT DIRECTED VERDICT with respect to both 1st 
!and 2nd avenues 
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Time· . Speaker ' Note · 
I :59:42 PM. 
···········································-
!Court finding that there has been no showing of abatement direct 
!verdict as cause of action number 2 seeking permanent injunction 
!from operating range. Plaintiff has failed to establish their case. 
iWill grant verdicted to Count 2 of the complaint -
!DISMISSING this matter at the conclusion of these proceedings. 
2: 00:~~ ~~ !.~1~~.E:l~t.~i~ ... J~.?.9~E:l~~i<:J.~~···· . . .... . ............................................................. . 
?:g~:~.~ ... ~~.lYi.?..~E:l.~r.~?.~ .... :no q.~.E:l.~~i.<:J.~.... . ........ . 
2:00:46 PM !Court !directed spirit ridge mineral 
· ·2:00:55 rM·· · ·· ................................. j.f~~~c~J~~·i·:·~~·~~~~~~ni·~;:~f~f~a;~~;:~~~~f~~~·n~p5o~ ~:~~eC: and 
!judgment is in order and then there will be a final judgment entered 
, : in this matter . 
........................................... ,o. ................................................ : •••••• , ........................................................................................................................................................................ « .............................................. . 
2:01 :26 PM !Vic Pearson i ... 2:·0"r3·5··rM'lc·0u·r:t' ......................... nn .. re·c:·e·ss ........................................................................................................................................................................ . 
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VIC A PEARSON 
Franklin County Prosecuting Attorney 
39 West Oneida 
Preston, ID 83263 
Telephone: (208) 852-9119 
Facsimile: (208) 852-9112 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPRINGS LLC, a 





CASE NO. CV-2011-412 
JUDGMENT 
IN ACCORDANCE with the Defendant's Motion For Directed Verdict pursuant to 
IRCP 50(a) on February 26, 2013, wherein the Court granted the Directed Verdict against 
the Plaintiff, Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs LLC; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that Judgment be 
entered against Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs LLC and in favor of Franklin County, and that 
all of the Plaintiff's claims against Franklin County be dismissed in their entirety, with 
prejudice. The Court may amend this Judgment to include any attorneys' fees and costs 
awarded subsequently to Franklin County and against Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs LLC 
pursuant to Idaho Law. 
JUDGMENT - Page - 1 
?12th 
DATED this _frV_ day of February, 2013 
District Judge 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT was 
served on the _a&_ day of F-eb!%iBfY, 2013 
Is, I ~f\(Ll'Gh 
On: By: 
VIC A PEARSON 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
39 WEST ONEIDA 
PRESTON, ID 83263 
BLAKE ATKIN 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
7579 NORTH WESTSIDE HWY 
CLIFTON, ID 83228 
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Blake S. Atkin ISB# 6903 
Attorney for Appellants 
7579 North Westside Highway 
Clifton, Idaho 83228 
ATKIN LAW OFFICES, P.C. 
83 7 South 500 West, Suite 200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801) 533-0300 
Facsimile: (801) 533-0380 
Email: batkin@atkinlawoffices.net 
F ! LED 
l3MAR28 M11l:38 
!if;:> l!T i 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY 
Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, LLC, a 





Case No. CV-.Q.g 34?- 2C\ \-L\12.Cji'-
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO THE ABOVE NAMES DEFENDANT, FRANKLIN COUNTY, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATTORNEY, VIC A. PEARSON, 39 WEST ONIEDA, PRESTON, IDAHO 83238 
AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Appellants, SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPRINGS, LLC 
appeals against the above-named Respondent, to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment 
dated February 28, 2013 by the Honorable Judge Mitchell W. Brown presiding. 
2. That the parties have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the said 
10 
Decision described in ~1 above is an appealable decision under and pursuant to Rule 11 I.AR. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellants then intend 
to assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellants 
from asserting other issues on appeal, are as follows: 
(a) \\!nether the Trial Court erred in finding that Franklin County had abated the 
nuisance created by bullets from the county's unsupervised gun range without giving plaintiff an 
opportunity to rebut the county's evidence. 
(b) Whether the Trial Court erred in holding that plaintiff had the burden of proof to 
show that the nuisance created by bullets from the county's unsupervised gun range continued up 
to the date of the trial. 
(c) \Vhether the County had the burden of proof to prove the affirmative defense of 
abatement of the nuisance. 
(d) Whether the evidence in the record would support the court's finding that the 
nuisance had been abated. 
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record. 
5. The reporter's transcript has been produced and paid for. 
6. The Appellants request the following documents to be included in the clerk's 
record, in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.AR.: None 
7. The Appellants request that all exhibits offered or admitted at the trial be included 
in the record. 
8. I certify: 
2 
1\ 
(a) That a transcript has been ordered, prepared, and paid for. 
( c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record has 
been paid. 
( d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20, I.AR./ 
DATED this&ay of March, 2013. 
v 
ATKIN LAW OFFICS, P.C 
Blake S. Atkin 
Attorney.for the Plaintifj!appellant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
. 1) 
I hereby certify that on the 1 ~day of March, 2013, I caused to be served a true and 
~' 
correct copy of Appellants' NOTICE OF APPEAL upon the following by the method of 
delivery designated: 
Vic A. Pearson 
3 9 West Oneida 
Preston, Idaho 83263 
Franklin County Court 
39 West Oneida 




X U.S. Mail 






VIC A PEARSON 
Franklin County Prosecuting Attorney 
39 West Oneida 
Preston, lD 83263 
Telephone: (208) 852-9119 
Facslmile: (208) 852-9112 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT Of TI-IE StXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE . . . 
STATE OF JOAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPRINGS LlC, a 





CASE NO. CV-2011~412 
JUDGMENT 
fN ACCORDANCE with the Defendanf s Motioh For Directed Verdict pursuaht to 
IRCP 50(a) on February 26, 2013, wherein the Court. granted the Directed Verdict against 
the Plaintiff, Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs LLC; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED. ANO DECREED that.Judgment be 
entered against Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs LLC and in favor of Franklin County, and that 
all of the Plaintiff's claims against Franklin County be dismissed in their enfirsty; With 
prejudice. The Court.may amend this Judgment to include any attomeys1 fees and costs 
awarded subs~uently ro Franklin County and against Spirit Ridge Mtneral Springs LLC 
pursuant to kiaho Law, 
1'4 
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DATED this~ day of February, 2013 
. ' . /) 
1JfdiU/~/~ 
MITCHELL W. BROWN 
District Judge 
~,L...EJ~K'S ~ERTl~ICA TE Qf1!l~RVl<,;E; 
. I hereby certify that a true and correct oopy of the foregoing JUDGMENT was 
served on the _L_ day ofFebrua::ry, 2013 
N.(lA(,~ 
~: B~ 
VIC A PEARSON 
PROSECUTING ATIORNEY 
39WEST ONEtDA 
PRESTON, ID 83263 
BLAKE ATKIN 
ATIORNEYAT LAW 
7579 NORTH WESTSIDE HWY 
CLIFTON, iD 83228 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL Dl,SJ\{f~T;\lF TH!f1 ·r CLER\<, 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF~;~~~;~ , ~~ 
* * * * * * 
) 
) 
SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPRINGS, LLC ) 
a Wyoming Limited Liability Company, ) Supreme Court Docket No. ----
) Franklin Co. Case No. CV-2011-412 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs ) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL 
) 




Appeal from: District Court, Sixth Judicial District, Franklin County 
HONORABLE MITCHELL W. BROWN, presiding. 
Franklin County Case Number: CV-2009-548 
Order of Judgment appealed from: Judgment dated February 28, 2013 
Attorney for Appellant: Blake S. Atkin - batkin@atkinlawoffices.net 
Attorney for Respondent: Vic A Pearson - vicapearson@gmail.com 
Appealed by: Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs, LLC 
Appealed against: Franklin County 
Notice of Appeal filed: March 28, 2013 
Appellate fee paid: YES 
Was District Court Reporter's Transcript requested? Yes and filed previous to appeal 
Name of Reporter: Rodney M. Felshaw 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL- 1 
70 
D Ef'll1 r 
Dated this 3rd day of April, 2013. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL - 2 
SHAUNA T. GEDDES, 
Clerk of the Di~trict Court 
BY diroj_,J/(}jf1f&n 
Linda Hampton, Deputy Clerk 
11 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
* * * * * * 
SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPRINGS, LLC, 










) CaseNo. CV-2011-412 
) 
) 




bPR 1 1 2013 
This matter came before the Court for hearing on Defendant's Motion and Memorand1m1 for 
Costs and Attorney Fees. Blake S. Atkin appeared for and on behalf of the Plaintiff and Vic A 
Pearson appeared for and on behalf of the Defendant. Rodney M. Felshaw acted as court reporter. 
Franklin County presented argument in support of its motion and Spirit Ridge Mineral 
Springs, LLC argued in opposition. Thereafter, the Court DENIED the Motion and Memorandum 
for Costs and Attorney Fees. The basis for the Court's decision in this matter was set forth in detail 
on the record. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 11th day of April, 2013. 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER- l 
MITCHELL W. BROWN 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 23rd day of April, 2013, I mailed/served/faxed a true copy of 
the foregoing document on the attorney(s)/person(s) listed below by the method indicated: 
Attorney( s)/Person(s): 
Blake S. Atkin 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Vic A Pearson 
Attorney for Defendant 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER- 2 
Method of Service: 
Faxed to: (801) 533-0380 
Faxed to: 852-9112 
SHAUNA T. GEDDES, Clerk 
By: L~V'vdn HnviA:ptovt, Deputv Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
* * * * * * 
) 
) 
SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPRINGS, ) 
LLC, a Wyoming limited liability company ) 
) 
Plaintiff/ Appellant, ) Supreme Court No. 40865 
) 
vs. ) CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
) 




I, Shauna T. Geddes, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Franklin, do hereby ce1iify that the follovving is a list of exhibits 



















Franklin County Commissioners Meeting dated 10-14-08 
Franklin County Commissioners Meeting dated 10-11-10 
Franklin County Sheriffs Office Detail Incident Report dated 9-25-08 
Spirit Ridge Mineral Springs Deed dated 6-10-68 











"Draft" Map of Gun Range and Smrnunding Prope1iies 
Google Map 
Google Map 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 13th day of May, 2013. 
SHAUNA T. GEDDES 
CLERK OF THE DISTRJCT COURT 
~I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
* * * * * * 
) 
) 
SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPRINGS, ) 
LLC, a Wyoming limited liability company ) 
) 








Supreme Court No. 40865 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL 
I, Shauna T. Geddes, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District, of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Franklin, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in 
the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true, full and 
correct record of the pleadings and documents w1der Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
I do further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the above-entitled cause, will be 
duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the Court Reporter's Transcript and 
Clerk's Record as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 13th day of May, 2013. 
SHAUNA T. GEDDES 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
* * * * * * 
) 
) 
SPIRIT RIDGE MINERAL SPRINGS, ) 
LLC, a Wyoming limited liability company ) 
) 








Supreme Court No. 40865 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Shauna T. Geddes, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Franklin, do hereby certify that I have personally served by hand 
delivery, one copy of the REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT AND CLERK'S RECORD to each of the 
Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
Blake S. Atkin 
Counsel for Appellant 
Vic A Pearson 
Counsel for Respondent 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this __ day of May, 2013. 
SHAUNA T. GEDDES 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
